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Abstract
This article discusses the interrelation between transcultur-

ality and transmediality with an emphasis on processes of

translation. It focuses on two examples of transcultural

and transmedial writing taken from contemporary Cuban

literature in Paris: Miguel Sales’s recontextualization of

Cuban popular music in Paris and William Navarrete’s

ekphrastic reinscription of his island into the realm of

French romantic painting. The case studies are significant

in this context because they show how cultural borders are

simultaneously set and transgressed at medial crossings*
between music and poetry, text, and image. Thus, cultural

translations go hand in hand with medial transpositions that

include forms of rewriting, recomposition, and revisualiza-

tion. The connection between moving cultures and moving

media also points to the question of ‘‘travelling memory’’ in

diaspora.
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Recent publications have put a theoretical focus

on linking cultural and interart studies, thus

opening up interart studies for inter- or transcul-

tural approaches, as well as connecting transcul-

tural studies with the concept of transmediality to

analyze the interrelation between moving cultures

and moving media.1 This article intends to combine

these conceptions of transmediality and transcul-

turality by taking into account two quite hetero-

geneous examples from contemporary Cuban

writers exiled in Paris. In the following analysis,

the poem ‘‘La otra rumba de Marı́a Belén’’ (1996)

by Miguel Sales serves as an example to demon-

strate the medial crossing of music and word as a

phenomenon of audibility.2 A contrasting illustra-

tion of visibility will be provided by a discussion

of William Navarrete’s literary essay ‘‘Hundi-

miento de la isla’’ (2007), which, as an ekphrasis3

of Théodore Géricault’s Le radeau de la Méduse

(1819),4 is located at the interface between visu-

ality and textuality.5 With a focus on cultural

and medial transformations and rearrangements,

both texts allow me to consider forms of rewriting

(reescritura), recomposing (recomposición), and re-

visualizing (revisualización) that are embedded in a

transmedial and transcultural context. What hap-

pens when the famous Cuban song ‘‘Marı́a Belén

Chacón’’ moves over to Paris, where it reappears
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as Sales’s ‘‘song-poem’’ in 1996? And how can

Cuba’s contemporary history be reread on the

canvas of Géricault’s romantic painting?

These cases of cultural transfer will be analyzed

with Alfonso de Toro’s concept of translatio, which

focuses on cultural aspects of translation as trans-

formation. It takes into account recodings and re-

configurations through which an ‘‘original’’ text is

transported into new cultural settings and systems.

Rather than searching for relations of equivalence,

the term translatio explicitly stresses performative

reinventions that intend to change the function

and meaning of the ‘‘original.’’ Thus, the emphasis

lies not only on linguistic but also on cultural,

social, and historical translations of media that

move from one place to another, from one time to

another, from one context to another.6 Therefore,

de Toro’s term is comparable to Homi Bhabha’s

conception of cultural translation, which accent-

uates the performativity of cultural appropriations

and positionings within the practice of translation.

For Bhabha, translation ‘‘is language in actu.’’ It

enounces a ‘‘movement of meaning’’ and decenters

the original by turning it into a wandering phenom-

enon.7 The aspect of movement is also stressed

in Toro’s term translatio, which emphasizes the

Deleuzian concept of de- and reterritorialization,

in order to describe not only the relational and

nomadic dynamics but also the marking of cultural

difference within translational practices.8

Ottmar Ette considers these nomadic dynamics

in Cuban literary history and applies the term of

de- and reterritorialization to describe the move-

ments of people in the context of the Cuban di-

aspora. According to Ette, Cuban writing has been

characterized by ‘‘displacement and exile,’’ ‘‘dia-

spora and homelessness’’ from the very beginning.9

Thus, every insularly retreat of Cuban authors into

the supposed ‘‘own’’ has always been interwoven

with the ‘‘other.’’10 This observation is still valid for

Cuban literature in the twenty-first century, as

a great part of it is produced and published outside

of Cuba, with probably up to a third of all Cuban

intellectuals, among them a considerable number

of writers and artists, living in diaspora.11

In my analysis of Sales’s poem and Navarrete’s

essay, the relational and translational dynamics,

which mark the ‘‘own’’ inside the ‘‘other,’’ will

be considered in the specific context of diaspora

and its emerging cultural contacts. Sales and

Navarrete both live in Paris as exiled authors, so

that their practice of translatio is tightly linked to the

question of memory in displacement. Thus, rela-

ting to forms and functions of remembering, Astrid

Erll’s concept of travelling memory also plays an

important role for ‘‘translating Cuba.’’ Erll pro-

poses to explore the interrelation between moving

cultures and moving media in the field of memory

studies.12 The idea of travelling memory high-

lights transcultural dimensions of mnemonic pro-

cesses, which raises further questions with regard

to Sales and Navarrete: How do they transmedia-

lize their memory of Cuba? To what extent can

their texts be considered examples of transcultural

memory? And how is the deterritorialized memory

of these exiled Cuban authors reterritorialized in

Paris?

TRANSLATIO AND MUSIC: ‘‘MARÍA

BELÉN CHACÓN’’

When we think about Cuba, it is, above all,

the music of this Caribbean island that comes to

our minds. According to Antonio Benı́tez-Rojo,

‘‘the cultural expression that best defines what is

Cuban to a foreigner is Cuban popular music.’’13

The musical style of the son is regarded as the

foundation of Cuba’s música popular. It started to

proliferate in the late 1920s, and even today the

son enjoys great popularity inside and outside of

Cuba.

The song ‘‘Marı́a Belén Chacón,’’ performed by

the band Lecuona Cuban Boys, allows us to travel

back in time: composed by Rodrigo Prats, this

son was first staged as zarzuela*a dance-theater

performance that originated in Spain*in 1932.

Prats’s composition is a musical adaptation of a

poem by Emilio Ballagas, ‘‘Elegı́a de Marı́a Belén

Chacón,’’ which appeared in his anthology Cuaderno

de poesı́a negra from 1934. The poem was first pub-

lished in 1930 in the influential cultural journal

Revista de Avance.14

Over 70 years later Marı́a Belén Chacón reap-

pears as part of the anthology Ínsulas al pairo: Poesı́a

cubana contemporánea en Parı́s, edited by William

Navarrete, which compiles the poems of 12 Cuban

authors living in Paris. The collection contains

Miguel Sales’s poem ‘‘La otra rumba de Marı́a

Belén,’’ explicitly dedicated to Emilio Ballagas.

Written in Paris in the year 1996, Sales’s poem

can be considered a reminiscence of the poetic-

musical tradition of the son-poetry in Cuba,15
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the poet’s native country, which he left as a political

exile in 1978.

The poetic cannot be detached from the musical.

Poetry depends on music and sound, and this

holds especially true for the hybrid genre of the

son-poetry, which is mainly identified in Cuba with

the Afro-Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén.16 In the

late 1920s, negrismo flourished in Europe and the

North American continent and became a move-

ment of fashion in Cuba.17 With an orientation

toward African heritage, the culture and living con-

ditions of the Afro-Cuban population were brought

into focus. The poesı́a negra thus corresponds to the

category of social poetry in which the poet absorbs

‘‘caracterı́sticas ancestrales, culturales, idiomáticas

[. . .] de un sector de la comunidad de que forma

parte.’’ [ancestral, cultural and idiomatic charac-

teristics of his own community.]18 Contrary to this

definition, Emilio Ballagas created negrista poetry

from an outside perspective, as he himself*in oppo-

sition to Guillén*belonged to the white, bourgeois

Cuban upper class.19 Genuinely oriented toward

a transcendental poesı́a pura (pure poetry), Ballagas

searched for the specific sensuality of Afro-Cuban

popular culture with its languages, rhythms, and

dances.20 Similar to Guillén, Ballagas’ poesı́a negra

shows the close intermingling of music and poetry.

The musical styles of son and rumba appear to-

gether with a specific regional vocabulary and Afro-

Cuban expressions that are integrated into the

rhythm of the verses. In his ‘‘Elegı́a de Marı́a Belén

Chacón,’’21 Ballagas takes up the tragic fate of an

Afro-Cuban singer and dancer, a so-called rumbera,

who earns her living as a laundress. One morning at

daybreak, the steam of a pressing iron scalds her

lungs. Thereafter she can no longer sing:

Elegı́a de Marı́a Belén Chacón

01 Marı́a Belén, Marı́a Belén, Marı́a Belén
02 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén Chacón,
Marı́a Belén Chacón
03 Con tus nalgas de vaivén de Camagüey a
Santiago, de Santiago a Camagüey.

04 En el cielo de la rumba,
05 ya nunca habrá de alumbrar
06 tu constelación de curvas.

07 ¿Qué ladrido te mordió el vértice del
pulmón?
08 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén
Chacón . . .
09 ¿Qué ladrido te mordió el vértice del
pulmón?

10 Ni fue ladrido ni uña
11 Ni fue uña ni fue daño.
12 La plancha, de madrugada, fue quien te
quemó el pulmón!

13 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén
Chacón . . .

[Marı́a Belén Chacón’s Elegy

01 Marı́a Belén, Marı́a Belén, Marı́a Belén
02 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén
Chacón, Marı́a Belén Chacón
03 With your backside swinging from Cama-
güey to Santiago, from Santiago to Camagüey.

04 The heaven of rumba
05 will never again be illuminated
06 by the constellation of your curves.

07 What dog’s bark has bitten the angle of
your lung?
08 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén
Chacón . . .
09 What dog’s bark has bitten the angle of
your lung?

10 It was neither a dog’s bark nor a fingernail
11 It was neither a fingernail nor a damage.
12 It was the iron, by dawn, which burned
your lung!

13 Marı́a Belén Chacón, Marı́a Belén
Chacón . . .]

Turning to Miguel Sales’s version of Ballagas’s

poem, the title, ‘‘La otra rumba de Marı́a Belén’’

already reveals the direct reference to Ballagas

and his song-poetry. Thus, Sales’s poem can be

described as a variation of a theme, which becomes

immediately clear to the adept reader. The con-

textualization is provided by the paratexts, specifi-

cally the title and the dedication, ‘‘en homenaje a

Emilio Ballagas.’’ Moreover, yet another paratext

indicates the temporal and spatial recontextualiza-

tion of the poem by mentioning place and time*
‘‘Parı́s, verano de 1996’’ [‘‘Paris, summer of 1996’’].

On a formal, stylistic, and thematic level

Sales refers to his precursor Ballagas’s elegy. First,

he adopts the rhythmic structure of the refrain.

Furthermore, he produces an effect of orality by

applying a high number of regionalisms, which

even culminate in the use of an expression bor-

rowed from the West African language of Yoruba:

the word ‘‘subuso’’ (line 11) can be translated into

Spanish as calladamente or en voz baja, ‘‘silently’’ or

‘‘in a low voice.’’ This linguistic hybridity is a spe-

cific characteristic of the Afro-Cuban poetry of

Guillén and Ballagas.22 A further look at Sales’s
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variation reveals various aspects of the thematic

rewriting of Marı́a Belén:

La otra rumba de Marı́a Belén

01 Voz de plata macuquina,
02 cutis de canela fina
03 Marı́a Belén Chacón.

04 Un negro de Camagüey
05 Matrero y baracutey
06 Te ha robado el corazón.

07 Marı́a Belén
08 Marı́a Belén
09 Marı́a Belén Chacón.

10 Y a la noche, en el batey
11 Se oye subuso este son:
12 ‘‘Tu boquita de mamey
13 ha sido tu perdición’’.

14 Marı́a Belén
15 Marı́a Belén
16 Marı́a Belén Chacón.

[Marı́a Belén’s other rumba

01 Silver coined voice,
02 smooth cinnamon skin
03 Marı́a Belén Chacón.

04 A negro from Camagüey
05 crooked and a maverick
06 has stolen your heart.

07 Marı́a Belén
08 Marı́a Belén
09 Marı́a Belén Chacón.

10 And at nightfall, in the dwellings
11 this son is heard in silence:
12 ‘‘Your mouth of mamey
13 has been your ruin.’’

14 Marı́a Belén
15 Marı́a Belén
16 Marı́a Belén Chacón.]

In contrast to Ballagas’s poem one notes the

shortness of Sales’s verses, composed of seven or

eight syllables, and the application of a regular

rhyme scheme (aab/ccb/ddb/cbcb/ddb). The first

stanza addresses the beauty of the singer. In place

of the ‘‘nalgas’’ (line 3) and the ‘‘constelación de

curvas,’’ with which Ballagas celebrates the grace

of her body’s dancing movements, Sales accent-

uates Marı́a’s fine, cinnamon-colored skin and

her voice, metaphorizing it as silver coinage,

‘‘macuquina’’ (line 1). The second stanza entails

a semantic change in the comparison of both

poems. Although the local reference to Cuba’s

Oriente province prevails through Camagüey, in

which Afro-Caribbean culture is most dominant,

Sales adds an unfortunate love story to his verses,

which does not appear in those of Ballagas. An Afro-

Cuban from Camagüey, characterized as ‘‘crooked

and a maverick’’ through the regional expressions

‘‘matrero’’ and ‘‘baracutey’’ (line 5), steals the heart

of Marı́a Belén (line 6). This semantic change in-

dicates that the musical adaptation resonates in

Sales’s rewriting. Rodrigo Prats’s lyrics transform

Ballagas’s social critique into a story of love be-

trayed. The following extract of the song’s lyrics

illustrates the typical motifs of a desperate and dis-

appointed love: betrayal, sorrow, rejection, tears,

and a bleeding heart, whose sad fate of being left

behind is emphasized by the particles of negation

‘‘ya jamás’’ and ‘‘nunca más.’’

09 Marı́a Belén Chacón
10 después de la traición
11 y este no se da
12 nunca más a tu corazón

13 Marı́a Belén Chacón
14 supiste del dolor
15 inmenso del saber
16 que no fue tuyo su querer.

17 Marı́a Belén Chacón
18 tu pobre corazón
19 nacido para amar
20 hoy tendrá que llorar

21 Marı́a Belén Chacón
22 no podrás ya jamás cantar
23 tu corazón sangró
24 Marı́a Belén Chacón.23

[09 Marı́a Belén Chacón
10 After the betrayal
11 he won’t give himself
12 never again to your heart

13 Marı́a Belén Chacón
14 you experienced the immense pain
15 of knowing
16 that his love wasn’t yours.

17 Marı́a Belén Chacón
18 your poor heart
19 born to love
20 will plead today

21 Marı́a Belén Chacón
22 you won’t ever be able to sing again
23 your heart bled
24 Marı́a Belén Chacón.]

In the third stanza of this son-poem, Sales’s per-

formative rewriting not only of Ballagas’s elegy
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but also of its musical adaptation becomes evident.

Through the use of a mise en abyme the earlier song

resonates inside the later song. At nightfall, in the

dwellings of the rural population (‘‘batey,’’ line 10) a

son is sung, whose lyrics are set off by quotation

marks: ‘‘tu boquita de mamey/ha sido tu perdición’’

(lines 12�13). Chacón’s fruitful tempting mouth,

metonymic for her singing, has caused her desperate

silence.

In the context of its translational movement from

Cuba to Paris, the story of Marı́a Belén Chacón

reappears as travelling memory.24 In relation to the

song of the Lecuona Cuban Boys, Sales’s variation

appears like a nostalgic echo that evokes the remote

fashion of son-poetry in the 1930s. Through his

linguistic, stylistic, and transmedial reminiscence,

Sales reminds us of the musical and poetic vitality of

this genre. Taking into account that it was created

in Paris, an overcoding of Cubanness character-

izes Sales’s rewriting, explicitly addressed to adept

readers who have no problem decoding the den-

sity of Cuban regional Spanish. In comparison

to Ballagas’s aestheticized verses, those of Sales

appear in a mode of reduced complexity, which is

oriented toward song lyrics rather than to a literary

poem. Its local coloring and sound point out the

specific ‘‘regional’’ positioning of the deterritoria-

lized poet. This shows how much Afro-Cuban popu-

lar culture has become an integral part of Cuban

identity across social and spatial boundaries.25

Hence, out of the Cuban diaspora Marı́a Belén

Chacón sounds forth. By evoking this tragic figure

of the beautiful Afro-Cuban singer who, of all

things, loses her voice, Sales further re-presents

the reality of his exile, which has dispossessed him

of his voice through his exclusion from Cuba.26

Who would be more apt to symbolize this experi-

ence of loss than the famous figure of Marı́a Belén

Chacón, who deeply inhabits Cubans’ cultural

memory? The translatio of Marı́a Belen’s voiceless-

ness into the context of exile illustrates the fate of

the excluded expatriates whose voices are cut off.

Separated from his home country, the exiled writer

in Paris addresses Cuba without being heard there.

TRANSLATIO AND PAINTING: THE RAFT

OF THE MEDUSA

The focus of the following analysis moves from

musical poetry to the pictorial text by examining

William Navarrete’s literary essay ‘‘Hundimiento

de la isla,’’ which was published in La canopea del

Louvre, a collection of textson various paintings ex-

hibited in the Louvre museum. As a form of

ekphrasis, the essays range between fiction and art

criticism. ‘‘Hundimiento de la isla’’ is dedicated

to Théodore Géricault’s painting Le radeau de la

Méduse, which represents the sinking of the frigate

Medusa in the year 1816. In the course of the Napo-

leonic wars, it was sent out to protect the colony of

Senegal, which had recently been regained from

England, and was shipwrecked off the coast of

Mauritania.27 The survivors saved themselves on

a raft.

This debacle was considered a great scandal

in French history and so was the exposition of

Géricault’s painting in the Salon de Paris in the

autumn of 1819. In his ekphrasis of the painting in

Die Ästhetik des Widerstands (The Aesthetics of Resis-

tance),the German-Swedishwriter PeterWeiss consi-

ders The Raft of the Medusa as a dangerous affront

against established society. Its impressive size of five

by seven meters increased the effect of the attack.28

Navarrete’s contemplation of Géricault’s paint-

ing sets free a process of remembering, in which the

image perceived is linked to the unfortunate balseros

[boat people] of Cuba. Within the dialogue be-

tween the medium’s image and text, the painting

is not described but rescribed by the author29:

Navarrete translates the shipwreck of the Medusa,

a trauma that has occupied the collective memory

of France, into the traumatic present context of

his island. Since the beginning of the 1990s, when

the collapse of the Eastern Bloc was followed by the

perı́odo especial [special period] in Cuba, thousands

of Cubans have tried to leave the island on make-

shift boats while risking their lives on the open sea.30

Notably, the essay does not mainly focus on

the balseros but the collapse of the island itself:

‘‘Nuestra isla se hunde. Los últimos sobrevivientes

del cataclismo nos hemos puesto al salvo’’ [‘‘Our

island is sinking. We, the last survivors of this

cataclysm, have saved ourselves’’].31 In this pas-

sage, Navarrete refers to his personal condition of

exile. The author himself belongs to the group of

‘‘survivors’’ who have escaped from the shipwreck

of the Cuban revolution. Those left on the island

are trapped, but so are those who were able to

rescue themselves:

Como si la isla entera no fuera también un
barco que naufraga, con hombres a bordo
que se delatan, se humillan, se rehúyen, o
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intentan, como nosotros, ponerse a salvo sin
importarles lo descabellado de la empresa.32

[As if the whole island was a sinking boat
with people on it who denounce, humiliate,
avoid one another, or just try, like us, to save
themselves without even caring about the
absurdity of this endeavor.]

This passage from the beginning of the text in-

dicates a pragmatic dimension of collectivity be-

cause the author consequently uses the first person

plural ‘‘we.’’ Thus, he seizes the voices of all Cubans,

of those, above all, who cannot be heard anymore

because they drowned during their escape from

Cuba and of those whose voices from exile are not

listened to. In the second part of the essay, a first-

person narrator rises to speak. It is the third figure

from the right, the man in a rigid and pensive pose,

who confronts those regarding the painting by

fixing them with his glance. In his arms, the figure

holds a dying body that he seeks to protect from

being buried in the waves of the sea. The narrator

steps out of the painting’s inner world because he

directly relates himself to his observers by com-

paring himself with their position. In doing so, he

addresses questions to the visitors of the museum:

‘‘¿Quién estará ahora contemplando nuestro nau-

fragio creyendo de seguras que somos personajes

del pasado cuya historia no volverá a repitirse?’’

[‘‘Who might be here now contemplating our

shipwreck while surely believing that we are

figures of the past whose history won’t ever be

repeated?’’].33 The translatio from image to word

brings the represented figures on the canvas to life.

Hence, they overcome their condition of mere

pictorial representations of the past and are in-

stead revitalized through the interaction with their

observers.34 Through the constant shifting be-

tween the viewpoint of observer and the observed

(‘‘observador’’ and ‘‘observados’’35) the spatial

limitation of the framed canvas is transgressed

and transversal movements set the painting’s inner

life in motion. The following passage illustrates

this:

Si no tuviera tanto miedo a los tiburones [. . .]
me tirarı́a al mar y darı́a tantas, tantas y tantas
brazadas, que llegarı́a, mojado, harapiento,
pero con los ojos radiantes de felicidad a esa
galerı́a del museo, donde tal vez, mirándome
de frente, lograrı́a saber si viviré.36

[If I did not fear the sharks so much [. . .]
I would throw myself into the sea and do so

Théodore Géricault, Le radeau de la Méduse (1819).

(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Théodore_Géricault,_Le_Radeau_de_la_Méduse.jpg)
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many strokes till*soaking wet, ragged but
my eyes filled with delight*I would arrive at
the museum’s gallery where, facing myself,
I would maybe be able to find out if I was
going to live.]

Inside of the text the figure is caught in a

condition of immobility and imagines breaking

the borders of this imprisonment. Freedom can

only be gained by crossing the sea. However, the

sea constitutes a menacing and insurmountable

barrier, which unsettles the narrator’s belief in

survival. The imagined movements of the narra-

tor, just swimming away and reaching the ‘‘other

side,’’ finally lead back to the imprisonment of

the painting’s figures that are unable to avoid the

sinking of the raft.

This aspect also refers to the metaphorical

dimension of the raft as a sinking island. ‘‘Huimos

porque hay que huir’’ [‘‘We escape because we have

to escape’’], the text states.37 The device ‘‘salvase

quien pueda’’ [‘‘save yourself if you can’’] reflects

the Cuban condition since the beginning of the

special period.38 Furthermore, the island’s ship-

wreck has become a striking metaphor pervading

contemporary Cuban literature and culture.39

Thus, it is not surprising that the palimpsest-like

superposition of two contexts, the Medusa’s ship-

wreck and the collapse of Cuba, seem self-evident

to Navarrete, who argues in an interview that

the motif of the mar infierno, the menacing sea,

would immediately come to a Cuban’s mind when

looking at Le radeau de la Méduse.40 This shows

us that Navarrete’s rescribing of Géricault’s

painting is inscribed in his logic of experience.

Furthermore, the ekphrastic transposition from

image to word refers to the culturally specific

subjectivity of perception: Who is actually seeing

what?

By means of ekphrasis, Navarrete practices trans-

latio as transcultural memory. However, the trans-

lational movements that the observation of the

painting sets free and that are enacted in the text

point out the position of the writer himself, who is

trapped on his raft*in exile, while witnessing the

collapse of his island.

CONCLUSION

Miguel Sales’s and William Navarrete’s examples

of translatio illustrate the interrelation between

moving media and moving cultures at the interfaces

of music and word, image and text. Both medial

transpositions, Sales’s son-poetry as well as Navar-

rete’s ekphrastic literary essay, show instances of

medial interactions as well as the movements of

transmedial crossings. The rewriting of Marı́a

Belén Chacón and The Raft of the Medusa cannot

be separated from the act of recomposition and

revisualization. The processes of translation diffuse

the distinctions between the medial ‘‘origin’’ and

its ‘‘translation’’ by transmedializing the ‘‘original’’

and turning it into a wandering phenomenon.

This wandering quality is also related to the

cultural displacement of the Cuban authors living

in diaspora. Thus, in both texts the medial reconfi-

gurations are accompanied by cultural resettings

that are closely tied to the question of memory in

exile. The comparison of both texts reveals a major

difference in the directionality of travelling mem-

ory: Sales remembers an emblematic example of

Cuban popular culture to reinscribe himself into

his lost Cuba, whereas, with his essay, Navarrete

turns back to Cuba by inscribing it into a renowned

romantic painting of French culture. Both mne-

monic processes reflect the border settings of exile.

From his outside perspective, Sales resemanticizes

Marı́a Belén to express the loss of his voice in exile,

while Navarrete*excluded from Cuba and caught

in a condition of immobility*witnesses the sinking

of his island.

At the same time both texts show the diasporic

dynamics of movements across media and cultures.

Sales’s translatio reaffirms his cultural origin within

a transversal context: With the poetic recomposi-

tion of Marı́a Belén, Cuban son-poetry moves to

Paris. Navarrete practices translatio as transcul-

tural reconfiguration. The Cuban writer relates

the sinking of the Medusa to Cuban collective

memory by translating the motif of the shipwreck

into his own cultural context. Hence, the travelling

processes of medial de- and recontextualization

are connected to the Cuban writers’ cultural de-

and reterritorialization.
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